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ABSTRACT

Teaching by using motivational movie is a fun way in teaching listening. Because
motivational movie contains good aspects, students can imitate the good character
in the movie. In this study, the writer conducted a research entitled “The Use of
Motivational Movie To Improve Students’ Listening Comprehension”. The
purpose of this study is to find out whether the use of motivational movie improve
students’ listening comprehension at Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan
Aceh Besar . The study was conducted in the second grade at MAS Darul Ihsan
Aceh Besar, involving 30 students as the sample. This research used tests,
interview, and document to collect the data. The result of this research showed
that the use of motivational movie improve students’ Listening comprehension. It
was proved that based on the data from students t-score of experimental class.

Keyword; Motivational Movie, Listening Comprehension, Improvement.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the introduction to the study by providing the

background information to the investigation, stating actual problem under study

and explaning the innovation for the solution of problem. It also explain the

previous studies which relate to the topic of this study. In addition, research

question, research aim, hypothesis, research benefits, research terminologies, and

research structure are also outlined in this chapter following the background of

study and previous study.

A. Background of study

Listening is one of four basic skills in which students should be practiced

because listening is considered as an important skill to support language learning.

It always used to begin the process of learning. Language process depend on

listening. Listening includes the aural input that serves as the basic for language

acquisition and enables learners to interact during speaking. Effective language

instructors show students how they can arrange their listening behavior to deal

with a variety of situations and listening purposes.

There are many ways to improve students’ listening skill such as watching

English TV programs or English movies. In this research the writer do the

research about the use of motivatioanal movie to be one of many ways in

improving students’ listening comprehension. In this case the writer tries to know
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whether watching motivational movie can improve students’ listening

comprehension. The writer thinks that learning by using motivational movie is a

uniqe way to study listening by understanding it.

We listen to a wide variety of things, for example what someone says

when we are in conversation, face to face, on telephone, announcements in any

place that use English. Besides listening is a complex process due to its double

psychological and social nature. Listening is a psychological phenomenon, which

takes place on a cognitive level inside people’s heads, and the social phenomenon,

which develops interactively between people and the environment surrounding

them. Listening as a complex process, which needs to be understood in order to

teach it and evaluate it before integrating it with phonological aspects and with the

skill of speaking. (Bueno, Madrid and McLaren, 2006:282)

Listening is one of fourth skills in learning a language that we need to

know. According to Rivers (1986), we have to spent much of our time through

listening activities, he estimate that the time adult spends in communication

activities is 45% for listening, 30% for speaking, 16% for reading, and only 9%

for writing. Furthermore, listening is always come first before all skill in learning

language because the first step to be aqcuired will be listening. Unfortunately,

many students have difficulities in listening and they hard to catch the information

during listening, this might be because students has limited in vocabulary and also

the condition of the class can influence students in listening. If the class is very

noisy, students will get difficulities in geting the information from the speaker.
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Listening skill is as important as speaking skill, many people cannot

communicate face to face unless the two types of skill are developed (Anderson

and Lynch, 2002:3). It means if people do not understand when they get

information from the opponets talk, they will get difficulities to respond the

communication. So, they need listening skill to help them. Moreover, related to

the previous study which was conducted by Winda (2010), it was found that the

students had difficulty in comprehending stated and unstated meaning conveyed

in the text. Even more, since listening skill affects the speaking skill, the students

could not follow what their teacher was talking about. They were unable to speak

English fluently because they lacked of motivation in learning listening subject.

There are many ways to improve listening and one of them is by using

motivational movie to improve listening comprehension. By watching English

motivational movie it can motivate students not only to improve their listening

abilities but also to give good knowledge for them. Beside that, the researcher

convinced that motivational movie can increase students’ participation in listening

class. The researcher purposes motivational movie to increase students’ listening

comprehension achivement.

Listening is the activity that we do and we can get the message and

information from the speaker that we have pay attention, and listening by using

motivational movie is the process to improve students’ listening comprehension

by using motivational movie. Motivitional movie is the movie that has motivation

aspects in that movie, students can be motivated after they watched the movie.
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B. Research Question

Based on the background mentioned, the writer wants to address the

research question on:Does the use of motivational movie improve students’

listening comprehension at Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan Aceh Besar ?

C. The Aim of Study

The aim of this study is: To find out whether the use of motivational

movie improve students’ listening comprehension at Islamic Boarding School of

Darul Ihsan Aceh Besar.

D. Hypothesis

The hypothesis of this research is:

H0= Motivational Movie does not improve students’ listening

comprehension.

Ha = Motivational Movie improves students’ listening comprehension.

E. Significance of Study

This research can enrich alternative instruction in teaching listening by

using motivational movie as a model to teach listening. Again, this research has a

significant contribution in quality improvement of language teaching. In

particularly, it is very useful input for foreign language teachers in teaching

listening. Furthermore, it will help the English teacher to choose the appropriate

model in teaching listening process especially in teaching listening. The result of
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this research can add new experience for the students in improving listening

ability. And also, for the futher study can give the additional information to

conduct study in the same field. Thus, the significance study that give the valuable

contribution for educational practitioners, teachers, students and further

researcher.

F. Previous study

In accomplishing this research, the researcher had reviewed some previous study

that related to this research topic. There are several terms related to the research

topic and undergird this research’s phenomena such as the use of cartoon movie,

the use of songs, and presentation in language teaching specifically in listening

teaching. All of those points guide the researcher to get the problem with the idea

and the proper way of research. These are the previous study that related to this

research :

1. A thesis conducted by Saifannur (2011) with the title “The Influences of

English Movie Towards Listening and Speaking Ability” The study is

aimed to improve listening ability. The objectives of this study is to find

out whether or not there is the effect method of using English movie can

improve listening ability. This research is experimental teaching which

there are consist of pre-test, post-test and questioner. The result of this

research is test of experimental teaching that the score of mean pre-test

before researcher gave treatment and then after researcher gave treatment.

And this method is effective to improve listening ability in academic year
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2011/2012. The differences between “The Influences of English Movie

Towards Listening and Speaking Ability” and “The Use of Motivational

Movie To Improve Students’ Listening Comprehension” are the first thesis

focuses on improving Listening and Speaking. The second thesis is

focuses on Listening skill only. The first thesis is using cartoon movie as

the medium in teaching Listening and Speaking. The second thesis is using

the motivatioanal movie that is not a cartoon movie. And in the

motivational movie the acter is human, this is not the animation movie.

2. A journal by Merita Ismaili ,MA, (2013) in which the title is “The

Effectiveness of Using Movie in the EFL Classroom A Study Conducted

at South European University” This study aims at finding the effect of

using movie in improving the listening comprehension of South East

European as ELF learners. One way of bringing variety into a classroom is

the use of movies in EFL teaching. This study analyzes the effect of using

movies in EFL classroom. It reveals on developing students listening and

communication skill. The study was conducted on a sample of two groups:

an experimental and a control group which are taught conventionally. The

research was carreid out at the South East European University in

academic year 2011/2012. The participants in this research were pre-

intermidiate and intermediate level of students, aged 18-25. The result of

this research shows a significant differences between experimental and

control group of students on integrated skills, using video incorporated in

the teaching material. The conclusion of this study is that movies attract
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students’ attention, present language in more natural way that found in

course-book. What is important movie offer a visual context aids which

help students understanding and improve their listening skill. The

differences between “The Effectiveness of Using Movie in the EFL

Classroom A Study Conducted at South European University” and “The

Use of Motivational Movie To Improve Students’ Listening

Comprehension” are the first thesis is not specific in using the type of

movie, what movie is used is not stated there. The second thesis is using

specific movie that is motivational movie. The first thesis is conducted at

South European University. The second thesis is conducted at the second

year of senior high school of Darul Ihsan Aceh Besar. The level of

students between the first thesis and the second thesis is different.

G. Terminology

1. Listening comprehension

Listening is the process of understanding speech in a first or second language

(J. Richard, 2002). Listening has became the importance skill when studying the

second and foreign language among teaching profession. Rivers (1966: 196)

claimed, “ speaking does not of itself constitude communication unless what is

said is comprehended by another person. Teaching the comprehension spoken

speech is therefore a primary importance of the communication aim is to be

reached”. According to Nunan, (2001:23) Listening is a six-staged process,
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consisting of Hearing, Attending, Understanding, Remending, Evaluating and

Responding. These stages occur in sequence and rapid succesion.

2. Motivational movie

Motivation refers to “the reasons underlying behavior” (Guay et al., 2010,

p.712). Paraphrasing Gredler, Broussard and Garrison (2004) broadly define

motivation as “the attribute that moves us to do or not to do something”(p.106).

Intrinstic motivational is motivation that is animated by personal enjoyment,

interest, or pleasure. As Deci et al. (1999) observe, “intrinstic motivation

energizes and sustains activities through the spontaneous satisfactions inherent in

effective volitional action. Motivation involves a constellation of beliefs,

perceptions, values, interests, and actions that are closely related. As the result,

various approaches to motivation can focus on cognitive behaviors (such as

monitoring and strategy use), non-cognitive aspects such as perceptions,

beliefs,and attitudes, or both for example, Gottfried (1990) defines academic

motivation as “enjoyment of school learning characterized by a mastery

orientation; curiosity;persistence;task-endogeny;and the learning of challenging,

difficult, and novel task” (p.525). On the other hand, Turner (1995) considers

motivation to be synonymous with cognitives engagement, which he defines as

“voluntary uses of high-level self-regulated learning strategies, such as paying

attention, connection, planning, and monitoring” (p. 413).

It is important to improve students’ listening comprehension, one of the way is

by using movie. Because in the movie, the language that come from the life, so

the students can take how people say something and they can listen the correct
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pronounciation from the speakers. On the other hand, wathching English movie

and repeatedly listening to the dialogue can increase the vocabulary of the

students. So that the students can easily remember more practical words. On one

hand, they also cultivate their sense of language and improving their information.

According to American Heritage Dictinory, Movie means a form of entertainment

that enacts story by sound and a sequence of images photographs projected into a

screen with sufficient rapidity as to create the illusion of motion and continuty, a

connected cinematic narrative represented in this form. The illusion of continuous

movement, a sequence of English movie reappear the real life, learning, and life

scenes in its full implementation of the story, will not let the students feel tired

and boring.

By using motivational movie, students can take the good motivation from the

movie and they can apply to their life. So motivational movie is the movie that

have the motivation volues in the movie that students watch. Therefore,

motivational movie is the movie that have good lesson for the students and they

can use it to improve their listening and beside that they can take the good things

from the movie.
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CHAPTER II

THEORETICAL REVIEW

A. Definition of Listening Comprehension

There are a lot of definition of the term listening. Chantain (1971) stated

that the goal of listening comprehension is to comprehend the language at normal

speed in an automatic condition. Hamouda (2013) said that listening skill is very

important in acquiring understandable input. Learning does not occur if there will

not be any input. Pourhosein Gilakjaniand Mohammadreza Ahmadi (2011)

expressed that listening has an important role in the communication process.

According to Pourhosein Gilakjani and Sayedeh Masoumeh Ahmadi (2011)

argued that listening has an important role in the communication process and out

the four main areas of communication skill called listening, speaking, reading, and

writing. Listening is the most important of all. Goss, (1982) said that in listening

comprehension listeners try to construct a meaning when they get the information

from the listening source. Listening comprehension is a conscious act that is more

than just hearing the sound from what the speaker said. The listeners have to

concetrate to message that from the speaker. To get the message, listeners need to

concetrate fully in accent, grammar, vocabulary, and meaning of the message.

Listening is a complex, active process where the listener must discriminate

between sounds, understand vocabulary and grammatically structures, and

interpret stress and intonation, retain what was gathered in all of the above, and

interpret it within the immediate as well as the larger sociocultural context of the

utterance (Vandergrift, 1999, p. 168).
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As the matter of fact, listening plays an important roles in developing

language skills; they are speaking, reading and writing. These all appertaining to

the whole aspects of learning object, because listening is the first skill that we

need to start first before the next skill after that. For human being listening is the

first communication skill acquired. It is an invisible mental process that plays a

vital role in daily life. People listen to difference purposes such as entertainment,

academic purpose or obtaining necessary information. In the foreign language

learning, listening is paramount important since it provides the language input

(Rost, 1994).

Listening is the selective process of attending to hearing, understanding

and remembering aural symbols (Barker, 2010). It means that during listening we

need to focus and then get the information from the speaker that we have pay

attention, and also the process that need the remembering what have we listen.

Listening has been defined by many researchers. According to Purdy (1997),

listening is the process of receiving, making meaning from, and answering to

spoken or nonverbal messages. Rost (2002) defined listening as a complex

process of interpretation in which listeners match what they hear with what they

already know. According to Rost (2009), listening helps us to understand the

world around us and is one of the necessary elements in creating successful

communication. Jafari and Hasyim (2015) emphasized that listening is a channel

for comprehensible input and more than 50 percent of the time learners spend in

learning a foreign language is devoted to listening.
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About the listening comprehension, the term “listening comprehension”

has been defined by different authors. According to Brown and Yule (1983),

listening comprehension means that a person understand what he/she has heard. If

he/she learns the text through hearing it, he/she will understand it. Dirven and

Oakeshott-Taylor (1984) defined listening comprehension as the product of

teaching methodology and is matched by terms such as speech understanding,

spoken language understanding, speech recognition, and speech perception. Rost

(2002) and Hamouda (2013) give definition about listening comprehension as an

interactive process in which listeners are involved in constructing meaning.

Listeners comprehend the oral input through sound discrimination, previous

knowledge, gramatical structures, stress and intonation, and other linguistic or

non-linguistic clues. According to Nadig (2013), listening comprehension is the

various process of understanding and making sense of spoken language. These

involve knowing speech sounds, comprehending the meaning of individual words,

and understanding the syntax af sentences.

Listening is an essential part of the communication process, because many

of students know the information when they do listening. It is essential that

students have opportunities to practise the behaviours of effective listeners.

Listening is not only about hearing but also is higher than that. Because

comprehending spoken language involves process-oriented thinking skills and

strategies. Because listening countain of process of the use of language and

thought, the ability to listen effectively develops during listening. Active listening

experiences should be stuctured into daily English language activities. Students
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become active listeners when they can get what speaker said and they can get the

message and then applying or assessing the ideas or information. For example,

students make notes if they think they cannot remember all what the speaker said,

students may offer words of agreement or ask questions to the speaker, or students

may evaluate the message, determining the speaker’s motive and what the real and

what is the opinion from the speaker.

Furthermore, Morley (1972: 7) notes, “perhaps an assumption that

listening is a reflex, a little like breathing-listening seldom receives overt teaching

attentionn in one’s native language has marked the importance and complexity of

listening with understanding in a non-native language. Depend on what everybody

thinks about foreign language learning, listening competence is wider than

speaking competence. This is the reason why the learning process of language

process is the first focus in listening. According to Nunan, (2001: 23) listening is a

six-staged process, consisting of Hearing, Attending, Understanding,

Remembering, Evaluating and Responding. These stages occur in sequence and

rapid succession. The first one is Hearing and has to do with the response caused

by sound waves stimulating the sensory receptors of the ear; hearing is the

perception of sound, not necessarily paying attention, you must hear to listen but

you need to listen to hear. Because listening is more higher that just hearing. You

can hear anything but you cannot listen to everything during the same time.

And then we have Attention. It refers to a selection that our brain focuses

on. The brain screens stimulition and permits only a select few to come into focus.

Because not all what we listen we need to pay attention, only the main of
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discussion that we need to pay attention more about it. For example during

watching the movie, we need to listen to the speaker in that movie but not all the

word that comes from his mounth we need to pay attention from the first duration

of speaking until the end, but we need to focus only what is the main idea in his

speaking.

The third stage is understanding, which consists of analyzing the meaning

of what we have heard and understanding symbols we have seen and heard during

speaking. We must analyze the stimulation that we have perceived. Symbolic

stimulition is not only words, they can also sound like applouse or even sight, like

a blue uniform that have symbolic meanings as well. The meaning attached to

these symbols occur for succcessful interpersonal communication. The listener

must understand the intended meaning and also about the context that assumed by

the sender. We need to understand what speaker said and also can get the points

after doing communication. Because without understanding the message from the

speaker the communication is failed.

The next is remark, the background knowledge is important and people

have to take into account several points, general factual information, local factual

information, socio-culture knowledge and knowledge of context. With these

factors the information will be correctly received.

The next step, Remembering, is an important listening process because it

means that an individual, in addition to receiving and interpreting the message,

has also added it to the mind’s storage bank, which means that the information

will be remembered in our mind. But just as our attention  is selective, so that is
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our memory. What is remembered may be quite different from what was

originally heard or seen. It is important that not all speaker’s words need to be

saved, but someone only remember the selective words, the important and the

main point only.

Then, Evaluating, the listener evaluates the message that has been

received. It is at this point when active listeners weigh evidence, sort fact from

opinion and determine the presence or absence of bias or prejudice in a message.

The effective listener makes sure that he or she does not begin this activity too

soon, as beginning this stage of the process before a message is completed results

in no longer hearing and attenting to the incoming message and as a result, the

listening process ceases. The last is Responding, a stage in which, according to the

response, the speaker checks if the message has been received correctly. This

stage requires that the receiver complete the process through verbal or non verbal

feedback, because the speaker has no other way to determine if a message has

been received. Therefore, it is someties complicated as we do not have the

oppurtunity to go back and check comprehension (Nunan: 2001, 23).

According to Lidsay and Knight, people have four different purpose when

they listen: we listen for purpose, but this purpose can be very different depending

on the situation, listening for specific details, listening for general meaning,

listening for general idea or gist. There is also a difference between listening: for

information; for enjoyment or social reasons; to learn new language (2006: 46).

From the point of view of Anderson and Lynch, the purpose when we do listening

is transactional, where the main purpose is to achieve a successful transfer or
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exchange of information, or it can be interactional, the use of language for

establishing and maintaining social contact.

When teachers are teaching listening, a part from the purpose, it is very

important to follow a pattern. Bueno, Madrid and McLaren establish the following

pattern:

1. Pre-listening would be the first stage, where the context is established. The

teacher creates motivation and students do some activities with the purpose of

preparing them for what they will listen.

2. The following stage is listening, where learners do mentioned tasks or find

answers. There are two kinds of material and procedure. On the one hand,

extensive reading helps students to acquire vocabulary and grammar and it

usually takes place outside the classroom. They do it for pleasure, so that

their knowledge of the language improves and it makes students better

readers.

3. The last is post-listening. In this part of listening, students have the

oppurtunity to check their answer about they have been listening before, to

give feedback and consolidate what they have learnt about. This is very useful

for teacher because it helps to analyze particular difficulities from the

students during listening. It is also useful for the students because they know

their abilities in the listening, and can make improvement in the next listening

class.
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B. Listening Comprehension Strategies

Goh (2000) said that it is very important to teach listening strategies to

students and before doing this, teachers need to increase learners’ knowledge of

vocabulary, grammar and phonology. According to Vandergrift (1999), the

development of strategies is to make students eassy and that can guide them to

understant the listening. Depends on many researchers the strategies in listening

comprehension are cognitive, metacognitive and socio-affective. These strategies

can change based on the level of learners.

1. Cognitive strategies

Cognitive strategies are related to understanding and gathering input in short

term memory or long-term memory for later use. Comprehension begins with the

received data that is examined as consecutive levels of formation and a process of

decoding. Cognitive strategy is a problem-solving method that learners apply to

deal with the learning activity and facilitate the learning of knowledge (Azmi

Bingol, Celik, Yidliz, & Tugrul Mart, 2014). Derry and Murphy (1986) give the

definition about cognitive is strategies as problem-solving techniques that learners

use for the acquisition of knowledge or skill. Brown and Palincsar (1982) and

O’Malley and Chamot (1990) and Abdalhamid (2012) expressed that cognitive

strategies are related to the learning activities and include direct utilization or

change of the learning materials.

According to Goh (1998), learner utilize cognitve strategies to assist them

process, keep, and remember new information. There are two kinds of cognitive

strategies in listening: bottom-up and top-down. Bottom-up strategies are word-
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for-word translation, arranging the rate of speech, repending the oral text, and

concentrating on prosodic characteristics of the text. Top-down strategies involve

guessing, explaning, and visualization. Advaced learners use more top-down

strategies than beginners (Conrad, 1985;Tsui & Fullilove, 1998; O’Malley,

Chamot, & Kupper, 1989; Abdalhamid, 2012). A think-aloud procedure was used

to examine the listening strategies of university students learning Spanish. The

results of quantitave study showed that participants utilized more cognitive than

metacognitive strategies and that females applied more metacognitive strategies

than males. The findings of qualitative study indicated that success in listening

was related to factors like the application of many strategies, ability and flexibility

in modifying strategies, stimulation, self-control and suffient use prior knowledge

(Abdalhamid, 2012).

2. Metacognitive Strategies

According to Rubin (1988), metacognitive strategies are management

techniques used by learners to control their laerning throught planning, checking,

assesing, and changing. For instance, for metacognitive planning strategies,

listeners clear the aims of a listening task and apply specific features of the aural

language input that make easy the understanding of aural input. According to

Wenden (1998), learners who use metacognitive strategies can learn faster and

integrate the knowledge outstandingly, can be constant receivers and deal with all

situations, have self-confidence to get help from partners, teachers, or family, and

can observe and assess themselves. Salataci (2002) indicated that the use of
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metacognitive startegy in the listening process increases learners’ self-confidence,

motivation, and ability to complete the activities.

According to Baker and Brown (1984) and Abdalhamid (2012), there are two

kinds of metacognitive skill: knowledge of cognition and regulation of cognition.

Knowledge of cognition deals with the learners’ consciousness of what is going

and regulation deals with what learners should do to listen effectively. Bacon

(1992), indicated that the difference between skilled and less skilled listeners can

be understood through their application of metacognitive strategies. According to

Henner Stanchina (1987), metacognitive strategies played an important role in

listening comprehension. She mentioned that skilled listeners can permanently

explain and what they hear through: 1. Utilizing their prior knowledge and skilled

listeners can theories on the text; 2. Connecting new information with their

continuing prediction; 3. Making deductions to create fill comprehension breaks;

4. Assessing their predictions; 5. Improving their theories. Henner Stanchina

(1987) continued skilled listeners can identify failure in understanding and

activate their background knowledge to get better comprehension.

3. Socio-affective Strategies

Vandergrift (2003) and Abdalhamid (2012) said that socio-affective strategies

are techniques that listeners use to cooperate with others, to check their

comprehension, and to reduce their apprehension. According to Gardner and

MacIntyre (1993) effective strategies are very significant because the learning

situation and learners’ socio-psychological factors are closely related to each

other. There is a strong relationship between low anxiety and high listening
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performance: that is the use of effective strategies make eassy and improve

listening comprehension, socio and effective strategies had the most effect on the

learning context.

C. Major Problem In The Listening

According to Azmi Bingol (2014) there are a lot of difficulities that the

learners face when they do listening process and the purpose is to be aware of

these problems and try to solve them. Listening is a skill that many of students

feel that is the difficult skill to master. There are a lot of difficulties that they face

in Listening such as speaker, accent, lack of vocabulary, and etc. Some of those

problem are as follows:

1. Quality of Recorded Materials

In somes classes, teachers use some recorded materials that do not have high

quality. The quality of sound system can impact the comprehending of learners’

listening (Azmi Bingol, etc, 2014). The recorded material is really important and

should has the good one and it need the clear recorded material to make students

easy to get the material from recorded.

2. Cultural Differences

Learners should be familiar with the cultural knowledge of language that has

a significant effect on the leaners’ understanding. If the listening task involve

completely different cultural materials then the learners may have critical poblems

in their comprehension. It is the responsibility of teachers to give background

about the listening activities in advances (Azmi, etc, 2014). This problem is really
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important because cultural thing is really difficult because there are many

differences things between one culture and others. So study more about the

differences in the culture to make when you do listening is more eassier and help

you to catch the purpose of the listening that there is the material about the

culture.

3. Accent

Munro and Derwing (1999) said that too many accented speech can lead to

an important reduction in comprehension. According to Goh (1999), 66% of

learner mentioned a speaker’s accent as one of the most significant factors that

effect listener comprehension. Unfamiliar accents both native and non-native can

cause serious problem in listening comprehension and unfamiliar with an accent

helps learners’ listening comprehension. Buck (2001) indicated that when

listeners hear an unfamiliar accent such as Indian English for the interrupt the

whole listening comprehension process and at the same time an unfamiliar accent

makes comprehension imposible for the listeners.

Because different accent can make the difficulities for students during

listening, teacher should tell them if in English there are a lot of accent that they

should listen to all of them to make them eassy to understand the listening without

having the difficulities with the accent. So teacher need to give listening material

with different accent and tell them about the accent they study. Sometime students

feel confused when the speaker delivers the material in Listening by using

American or British. Some students are more understand in American style, but
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some of them does not. So, when they get the material with the the accent that

they do not master it, they got the difficulities.

4. Unfamiliar Vocabulary

According to Azmi Bingol, etc (2014) said that when listening texts that

contain known words it would be very eassy for students. The students will know

that words. If the students know the meaning of words this can arouse their

interest and motivation and have a positive impact on the students’ listening

comprehension ability. A lot of words have more than one meaning and if they are

not used appropriately in their appropriate conntexts students will get confused.

So, unfamiliar vocabulary can be the difficulity for listener during listening. So

teachers should aware and know how the capacity of their students when they

give the material of listening. Unfamiliar vocabulary also give the time longer for

the listener when they listen to that because they need long time to think about

what the vocabulary that they listen to. In this situation they need to guess the

meaning of the vocabulary, than they open the dictionary because it takes long

time to do that.

5. Length and Speed of Listening

Azmi etc, (2014) said that the level of students have a significant role when

they listen to long pats and keep all information in their mind. It is very difficult

for lower level students to listen more than three minutes long and complete the

listening tasks. Short listening passages make eassy listening comprehension for

learners and avoid them from tired during listening. According to Underwood
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(1989), speed can take listening passage difficult. If the speakers speak too fast

that can make students have serious problems to undestand the listening. In this

situation, listeners are not able to control the speed of speakers and this can create

critical problem with listening comprehension. So for teacher should manage the

listening material and do not give the same material to the different level of

listener because for the beginers that faster speaker can be the serious problem for

them when they do listening, and can make them tired to listen it because they

cannot catch what speaker said.

According to Underwood (1989), there are some barriers to effective

listening comprehension process. The first is listeners cannot control the speed of

speech. The biggest problem with listening comprehension is that listeners are not

able to control how quickly speakers talk. The second is listeners cannot have

words repeated and this can cause the difficulities for them. Students cannot

replay a recording section. Teacher decide what and when to repeat listening texts

and it is very difficult for teachers to know whether or not their learner understood

what they have heard. Third is listeners do not have many vocabulary knowledge.

Speaker may select words that listeners do not know them. Listeners may face an

unfamiliar words that can stop and make them think about the meaning of that

words for a while and that can make them miss others word in the recording.

Fourth is listeners may lack contextual knowledge. Mutual knowledge and

familiar texts can make communication easier for listener. Listeners can

comprehend the surface meaning of a passage but they can have substantial

problems in understanding the whole meaning of a passage unless they are
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familiar with it. Fifth it is not very easy for listener to concentrate on the listening

text. Sometime a shorter break in attention can prevent comprehension. If the

listening passage is interesting for listeners, concentration will be easy for them.

D. Motivational movie

According to Webster’s New Collegiate Dictinory, a motive is something

a need or desire that cause a person act. ”Motivate, in turn, means to provide with

a motive is the act process of providing a motive that cause the person to take

some action. In most cases motivation comes from some need that leads to

behavior that results in some type of reward when the need is fulfilled.

Movies can be good aunthetic learning material to improve listening

ability, because it countain dialogues from highly proficient English speaker,

which the students can understand the pronounciation in the movie. According to

Flowerdew (2005) general viewing of videos can exploited. Learners can be

encourange to employ their extensive listening abilities by having group in or out

the class after watching particular movies. The previous ideas are in line with

Porcel (2010) ideas. She stated that the students can get the benefit a lot from

watching motivational movie. They can improve their listening and also their

speaking skill, they can also enlarge their vocabulary knowlede and they can

make their pronounciation and intonation better. Furthermore, she says that using

movies in English class has been one of the good experiences she has ever had.

Using motivational movie also improve students’ motivation to listen to the

communication on the movie.
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Therefore motivational movie is the movie that has good motivation from

the movie, so students can take good things after they watch it. Watching

motivational movie beside they get the improving from listening side, they can

also get the motivation from the movie. So this is very good for students to

improve the listening compehension through motivatioanl movie. If the students

can get the motivation after watching English movie, this is very important for

them, because motivation is one of the most important factors in determining

successful second-language acquisition. Films and TV show an integral part of

students’ lives so they can understand it. Film also makes the langauge learning

process more entertaining and enjoyable.

Film also provides aunthentic and varied language. Film provides students

with the example in language used in real situations so students can imitate the

language that has in the film. Again, film give students the natural expression and

the natural flow of speech. If the students do not live in English-Speaking

environment, film can help them as they are in the real-life langauge area. Film

also gives a visual context. The visuality of film makes it an invaluable langauge

teachinng tool, to make learners to understand more by interpreting the langauge

in a full visual context. Film assists the learners’ comprehension by enabling them

to listen to langauge exchanges and see such visual supports as facial expression

and gestures simultaneously. These visual clues support the verbal message and

give a focus of attention. Because there are many benefit that come from watching

movie in learning langauge, teachers are keen to use film in the language learning

process and an increasing number of them are successfully integrating film into
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the langauge-learning syllabus. So, the use of movie in teaching langauge is really

fun and there are many benefits for students and teachers.

E. Teaching Listening by Using Motivational Movie

Teaching by using motivational movie is a fun way in teaching listening.

Because motivational movie contains good aspects, students can imitate the good

character in the movie. Learning by using motivational movie will make the

relaxed atmosphere, so the relaxed atmosphere of the brain they will easily catch

the message from the movie and make them focus on the movie. Because in the

motivational movie contain motivation aspects, so they will listen and more pay

attention to get good motivation in the movie that they watch. The movie

sometime provides the music, that can help them feel more comfortable during

watching the movie.

Teaching listening by using motivational movie is a good way. Students

will get information about the culture of foreign people and also about their

customs and so on. So students can add their knowlede about a culture that they

do not know before. The movie  make them accustomed to the situation of foreign

people in communication. However, if students do not visit yet or meet with the

native, they can get the information about the native life from the movie. From the

movie they can get also body langauge from the speaker that can help them in

understanding the language more eassy. For example, if the students cannot

understand what the speaker said in the movie, because they can see the body

language from the speaker, they can understand the communication from the body

language. Finally, they can understand what speaker mean. Because body
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language cannot lie, and sometime oral langauge can lie in the communaication.

So, motivational movie in teaching listening is a good way to do to help students

in improving their listening.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Methodology is one of important thing in the research. By using suitable

method, the research activity will get the good result in this research. In this

chapter the reseacher will explain the research method that has been used in this

research. In this study the writer provides research design, population, sample,

data collection and data analysis.

A. Research Design

In writing the research, the method used in the research is very important,

because it is the manner to examine the problem in the research. To get how the

valid data, redesigning appropriate method that will be implement in the

classroom is very necessary and crucial. Research is systematic for approach to

finding answer to question. And also research is an important way to get new facts

of additional information and knowledge.

In gaining the data, the researcher used quantitative approach. Quantitative

approach is an approach that has the purpose to test the hypothesis, to generalize,

and to predict causal relationship.  It also has big number of sample. Quantitative

approach, in data collected use number and statistical and analyze the data by

identifying statistical relationship. According to Sugiyono (2016, p.72) based on

the setting, there are three research methods such as Experiment, Survey and

Naturalistic (qualitative). The researcher chooses experiment method in this

research to gain the data.  There are four designs for experiment method which are
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Pre-Experimental, True-Experimental, Factorial Experimental, and Quasi-

Experimental.

The researcher used Pre-Experimental method, because there was only one

class for teaching experiment. One-Group Pre-test and Post-test is one of the

designs of Pre-Experimental method that has one group of experiment without

using control group, to know the significant is by comparing the score of pre-test

and post-test. (Borg and Gall, 1989, p. 670) The researcher chooses one class of

the second year students of Senior High School of Islamic Boarding School of

Darul Ihsan, Aceh Besar as the experiment class.

The method design in this study is experimental design. In this research

the writer will investigate and analyze which will be obtained after giving the

treatment to subjects. In this case, the writer will analyze the use of motivational

movie to improve students’ listening comprehension on students in English

learning and the problems that faced by the learners in learning process. It was

held four meetings to teach the students how to promote their listening

comprehension by using motivational movie. This technique was expected to

improve students’ liastening comprehension. The researcher conducted the study

in Senior High School of Darul Ihsan, Siem, Aceh Besar.

1. First meeting

At the first meeting, after introduction to the students, the writer explained

about the reason of her coming and useful thing related to the teaching learning

process of listening by using Motivational movie and checked attendant list by

calling the students name. Then the students were given the pre-test in order to
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measure their proficiency in mastery listening comprehension and the writer

explained the material from the pre-test. The researcher introduces and describes

about what English movie useful in improving listening comprehension. After all

students had finished the pre-test, their answer sheet was collected. Then, the

writer discussed the pre-test with the students.

2. Second meeting

At the second meeting, before presenting the materials, the students

reviewed the previous materials. In this meeting, the meterial about “introducing

to the first watching motivational movie” within entitled “ The Ron Clark Story”.

In this sension, the students watch the movie which provided the subtitle to help

them in understanding each words pronounciated. The students were asked to

focus and concentrate seriously by taking note to what the words necessary

consists in the line-story of movie. At last, the writer discussed some difficult

pronounciation, then discussed together in the classroom.

3. Third meeting

In the first five minutes, the students reviewed the previous material. Then

the new material was began. The writer explained the material related to the topic

of listening. Students were asked to watch the motivational movie, and they were

asked to rewrite some short dialogue after watching movie, those are for knowing

their ability based what they listened and then perform the dialogue. In the

dialogue, teacher will check and also correct, and give brief explanation if the

students made mistakes in their listening.
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4. Fourth meeting

At the fourth meeting, was evaluation of the work done. In this day the

researcher gave the post-test. The purpose of giving post-test is to know the

differences between the pre-test and the post-test.

B. Population and Sample

The population in this study was taken from Islamic Boarding School of

Darul Ihsan at Jl. Glee Iniem, Siem, Aceh Besar. The students were selected at

Senior High School level in academic year 2017-2018. In this case, the tenth

grade students would be chosen as the sample of this research.

The writer chooses the sample in this research is one class of second year

students at Senior High School of Darul Ihsan, where the class is class 5 D,

involving 30 students. In this research the writer chooses purposing sampling to

apply experimental.

C. Technique of Collecting Data

1. Experimental Teaching

In fining the result of the result, the writer provided an experimental

teaching at Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan and taught the learners. In this

part, the researcher chooses one class as the object in experimental class.

According to Bambang S (2012) experimental teaching is one of quantitative

research that is very significance in taking the result of the research. The reason in

doing research is because there is problem that need the solution for that problem.

According to Suryabrata (2013) experimental research is the best research that
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give the significant answer for the problem, in internal validity and external

validity.

To get some information about the learners in this class, the research

taught listening by using motivational movie to improve their listening skill for

two weeks. The allocated time  for each meeting was 2 x 45 minutes. In

experimental teaching process the researcher conducted 4 meetings within

teaching learning process and tests. As the mean an instrument to measure the

learners’ ability. The researcher conducted two kind of tests, they are pre-test and

post-test. In the other side, to find the research process of the motivational movie

influences, the writer applied the test to the learners.

Pre-test is given to the students before experimental teaching. This is to

know their proficiency in listening comprehension. The post-test is given after

finishing the experimental teaching process to get the result from the whole

research process. The post-test is also to know the improvement from the learners

after they studied listening by using motivational movie in listening.

2. Interview

The second method to collect the data in this research is interview. In this

case the writer wants to get the data about the school that she wants to research.

The writer interviewed the English teacher and also the official in Islamic

Boarding School of Darul Ihsan.
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3. Document

The third method to get the data about the school that the writer did the

research is by using document. In this method the writer asked the document that

the writer need in doing the research. For example the information about the

school, curriculum etc.

D. Technique of Data Analysis

In this case, after collecting data from the tests, the writer used statistic

calculation. To see the differences between the score of pre-test and post-test, the

writer gived the table that there was the significant difference between the pre-test

and post-test after the treatments gave in the experimental class. The mean of the

students’ score was calculated by using some formula. The formula is as follow:

× = ∑∑
Note :

X = Mean

xi = Middle score of interval class

fi = Frequency

fixi = The amount of the multiplication between frequency and middle

interval

In order to prove the hypothesis. The score of data from experimental was

calculated through statistical procedure of t-test.
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E. Brief Description of Research Location

The school that the researcher observed is MAS Darul Ihsan and it located at

Siem, Aceh Besar, Aceh. It is Boarding school that emphasizes the use of Arabic

and English language in daily communication.

1. School profile

MAS Darul Ihsan is one of educational institute which is coloborated with

Islamic and Modern Sciences. It located at Jln. Glee Iniem, Gampong Siem, Aceh

Besar. The headmaster of MAS Darul Ihsan is Mr Athailah S.Ag.

MAS Darul Ihsan has 11 classrooms. The first grade has 4 classrooms, the

second grade has 4 classrooms, the third grade has 3 classrooms. The number of

students in MAS Darul Ihsan based on academic year 2017-2018 consists of 423

students.

The teachers at Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan come from

different background of education. Some of them graduated from Al-Azhar

University of Egypt, Sudan University, UIN Ar-Raniry University, Syiah Kuala

University, and etc. Even, they have different graduation they have the same

purpose to make better graduation of Darul Ihsan Islamic Boarding School.

2. The curriculum

Based on data of Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan, this Boarding

adopts an integrated educational system between the national curriculum, the

Aceh traditional Islamic Boarding School (Salafi), the Gontor curriculum with the
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princilpe of continuity and professional in line with K13. The level of its

education consists of MTsS and MAS.

Beside intracurricular education, Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan

trains two languauges in daily life of students. There are Arabic and English. The

students must speak depends on its language weeks.

3. The facilities

Related to the facilities of Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan, it has

good facilities to encourage students and teacher in teaching learning process. The

facilities of Darul Ihsan Islamic Boarding School can be seen on this following

table:

Table 3.1 The Facilities of Darul Ihsan Islamic Boarding School

No. Facilities Number
1 Library 1
2 Teacher’s Office 2
3 Headmaster’s Office 1
4 Classrom 25
5 Mushalla 2
6 Cantine 3
7 Kitchen 1
8 Dining room 2
9 Sciency Laboratory 1
10 Language Laboratory 1
11 Badminton field 1
12 Football field 1

Source: The Adminitration Office of Darul Ihsan Aceh Besar
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CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSIS

A. The Data Analysis of The Test

After conducting the research, the writer got two kinds of scores : the score of

pre-test and post-test. The data analysis of this research is emphasized on finding

the fact whether  motivational movie improve the listening comprehension on the

students, through the computing correlation between two variables : there are pre-

test and post-test score of the students.

The following shows the details of the computing.

X = Pre-test

Y = Post-test

The writer conducted this research to get the information about the improves

of students’ listening comprehension after watching Motivational Movie. It was

conducted in Darul Ihsan Boarding School. The researcher chose the second year

student of senior high school to be the population of this research. The sample of

this research was only one class.

B. The Result of Test

The result of test devided into two kind data, they are the result of pre-test and

post-test. The pre-test was held before experimental teaching process, and at the

last of the class the writer gives the post-test on Friday/November 24  from the

total number students, all of them took the pre-test and post-test.
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Table 4.1: The Students’ Scores of Listening Pre-Test and Post-Test

No Initials’ Name Pre-Test Post-Test

1. GI 70 90

2. KH 80 100

3. IR 80 95

4. AL 90 100

5. RA 80 95

6. AD 80 90

7. AN 80 95

8. HE 70 90

9. WU 70 85

10. SI 70 90

11. UL 70 75

12. AS 90 100

13. KA 80 85

14. DE 70 90

15. CU 80 95

16. EK 80 90

17. GU 70 95

18. EM 80 95

19. MI 90 95

20. NJ 90 95

21. MH 70 85

22. TI 90 95

23. SR 80 90

24. US 60 60

25. SS 90 100

26. MU 70 85

27. NU 70 75
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28. NB 60 80

29. PU 80 95

30. AL 100 100

Total 30 2340 2700

1. The Result of Students’ Pre-Test

The first, the writer determines the range of score (R) and amount of

interval  class (K), the writer used the following formula to get the range of score :

R = H-L

Where :

R = Class range

H = The highest score

L = The lowest score

According to the data from the research. The writer got the Pre-Test score

of experimental, the highest score is 100 and the lowest is 60.

Then,

R = H-L

= 100 - 60

= 40

The next step is calculating the interval class by using the formula below :

K = 1 + (3,3) log n
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Where:

K    = amount of interval class

Log = logarithm

n     = number of students

So,

K = 1 + ( 3,3) log n

= 1 + (3,3) log 30

= 1 + (3,3) 1,477

= 1 + 4,851

= 5,851( taken 6 )

Then, the writer need to calculate the length of interval class by using this

formula:

I =

Where:

I = Length of interval class

R = The range of the score

K = Number of interval class

Then, the calculation of the lenght is :
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I =

=

= 6,66667 (taken 7)

The last step is substituting the score into the frequency distribution table

as below:

Table 4.2 Frequency Distribution Table of Students’ Pre-Test

No Interval’s Class Fi Xi Fixi

1. 60-66 2 63 126

2. 67-73 10 70 700

3. 74-80 11 77 847

4. 81-87 0 84 0

5. 88-94 6 91 546

6. 95-101 1 98 98

∑fi= 30 ∑xi = 483 ∑fixi = 2317

Note:
Xi    = refer to the midle score of interval class

Fi     = refer to frequency

FiXi = refer to amount of multiplication between frequency and middle

class

Based on the frequency distribution above, the mean is score determined

by using this following formula:

X =
∑∑
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X =

X = 77,23

2. The result of Students’ Post-Test.

After calculating the score of Pre-Test, the writer analyzes the students’

Post-Test score. The writer takes the result of post-test in the last of meeting. In

analyzing the score, the writer used the same formula as in the Pre-Test.

R = H-L

= 100 – 60

= 40

The amount of interval class:

K = 1 + (3,3)  log n

= 1 + (3,3)  log 30

= 1 + (3,3)  (1,477)

= 1 + 4,851

= 5,851

Then, the length of interval class:

I =
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= ,
= 6,84

Therefore, the score was tabulated into frequency distribution table below:

Table 4.3 The Frequency Distribution Table of Students’ Post-Test Score

No Interval’s Class Fi Xi Fixi

1. 60-66 1 63 63

2. 67-73 0 70 0

3. 74-80 3 77 231

4. 81-87 5 84 420

5. 88-94 7 91 637

6. 95-101 14 98 1372

∑fi = 30 ∑483 ∑fixi = 2723

Based on the frequency above, the mean of pre-test score was

X =
∑∑

X =

X = 90.76

After following the steps to calculate the mean score for post-test of

experiment class, the result for this calculation was 90.76

3. Hypothesis Examining

In analyzing hypothesis, it needed to determine the null hypothesis (Ho)

and the alternative hypothesis (Ha).
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H0= Motivational Movie does not improve students’ listening

comprehension.

Ha = Motivational Movie improves students’ listening comprehension.

To know the students’ improvement in Listening comprehension, the

writer was needed to examine the null hypothesis (H0) about the mean of

difference by using t-test. The t-test was used to evaluate the correctness or falsity

of the null hypothesis which state there was no significant difference among the

two mean sample, (Sudijono, 2016, p. 278). Then, Sudijono (2006, p. 285) stated

that the setting criteria of examining hypothesis were;

H0accepted, Ha rejected if –t value> -t table or t value<t table

H0rejected, Haaccepted if –t value<-t table or t value>t table

There are several steps in calculating the to. The first, the writer needs to

find out the difference between the Pre-Test score and Post-Test score of each

student by using the following formula :

D = X – Y

Note:

D = The Difference Score between Pre-Test and Post-Test

X = The Pre-Test Score

Y = The Post-Test Score
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Table 4.4 The Table of Difference of Students’ Pre-Test and Post-Test Score

No Initials’ Name Pretest Posttest D = (X-Y) D2 = (X-Y)2

1. GI 70 90 -20 400

2. KH 80 100 -20 400

3. IR 80 95 -15 225

4. AL 90 100 -10 100

5. RA 80 95 -15 225

6. AD 80 90 -10 100

7. AN 80 95 -15 225

8. HE 70 90 -20 400

9. WU 70 85 -15 225

10. SI 70 90 -20 400

11. UL 70 75 -5 25

12. AS 90 100 -10 100

13. KA 80 85 -5 25

14. DE 70 90 -20 400

15. CU 80 95 -15 225

16. EK 80 90 -10 100

17. GU 70 95 -25 625

18. EM 80 85 -5 25

19. MI 90 95 -5 25

20. NJ 90 95 -5 25

21. MH 70 85 -15 225

22. TI 90 95 -5 25

23. SR 80 90 -10 100

24. US 60 60 0 0

25. SS 90 100 -10 100

26. MU 70 85 -15 225
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27. NU 70 75 -5 25

28. NB 60 80 -20 400

29. PU 80 95 -15 225

30. AL 100 100 0 0

Total N= 3 ∑D= -360 ∑D2 = 5600

Next, the Standard Deviation of Difference could be caunted by

substituting the value of ∑ 	and ∑ 2	into the formula as below:

SDD =
∑ − ∑ ²

= − ²
= 186,6 − − 12 ²
=√186,6 − 144
=√42,6
=6,55

Then, the writer calculated the Mean of Difference to be substituted to to’s

pattern by using this formula:

MD =
∑

=

= -12
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To determine the Standard Error of mean difference, the writer used

the formula below:

SEMD =
ᴅ√

=
,√

=
,,

= 1,21

The last is to determine the to value subtituting the value of SEMD and

MD into to farmula.

t0 =
ᴅᴍᴅ

= ,
= -9,91

Note: the minus (-) was not the algebra sign, it showed the difference score.

After finding the to, the explanation would be explained after refering

to the value of ttable based of Degrees of Fredom (Df). The Degrees of Freedom

was found by using this formula below:

Df  = N – 1

= 30 − 	1
= 29

The Degrees of Freedom was 29. Then, to get the ttable value by

looking to the table. The writer choosed the tt at 5% significance level. The table

of ttable value show that, degrees of freedom 29 at 5% significant level was 1,70.
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By comparing the value of t0 (9,91) and the value of ttable (1,70), the result show

that the t0 was greater than ttable. 9,91	 > 1,70
The examining hypothesis showed that H0 rejected, Ha accepted if –t

value<-t table or t value>t table. It means that there was an improvement of

students’ listening comprehension by using motivational movie.

C. Discussion

This study examined the use of Motivational Movie in Listening

comprehension. The writer collected the data successfully by using experimental

teaching and the test as instruments to got the answer of the research question and

hypothesis.

The research question asked whether the use of Motivational Movie

improve students’ Listening comprehension or not. In this research, the writer

focused on comprehensive Listening by giving Motivational Movie to the

students. Based on the from two tests. It shown that the pre-test was 77,23 and

mean of post-test was 90,76. Then, the calculation from ttest also showed the

improvement of students listening comprehension score. The Degrees of Freedom

was 29. Then, to get the ttable value by looking to the table. The writer choosed the

tt at 5% significance level. The table of ttable value show that, degrees of freedom

29 at 5% significant level was 1,70. By comparing the value of t0 (9, 91) and the

value of ttable (1,70), the result show that the t0 was greater than ttable.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

Based on the finding which have been discussed and analyzed in the previous

chapters, some conclusion can be drawn that the use of Motivational Movie

improves students’ Listening comprehension.  Based on the computation of

correlation, the result is significant. It means that the hypothesis is accepted. In

other words, there is a positive influence between the Motivational Movie toward

the Listening Comprehension.

B. Suggestions

After conducting the research in Islamic Boarding School of Darul Ihsan, the

writer found that Motivational movie as media in listening as well as it gives a

good contribution for students in learning English. Using Motivational movie in

learning English is really fun for students. So, teacher can use this way to improve

students’ Listening comprehension. For the Islamic Boarding School of Darul

Ihsan should provide the media in teaching Listening by using motivational

movie. Because it can help students in improving their listening comprehension.

Although the writer knows, in increasing students’ Listening comprehension has a

lot ways.

In teaching English, teacher should motivate students’ to watch and listen

good video or audio. One of them is by using Motivational movie in teaching

Listening. Besides, students got the improvements in Listening, they got good

motivation for their life.
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PRE TEST

Name :

Student Number :

A. Listen carefully based on movie story and fill in the blank according to what characters said!

Ma’am : Ron Clark. Ready for your…….?

Ron Clark : Yes, Ma’am.

Ma’am : I’ll ….you in a minute. And I’ll ……you to your class.

Ron Clark : Hi. What ……to you?

Hadley craig : …….says I can’t learn, so I ……..with the trash.

( Okay, settle down. Let’s get out our silent reading ).

Ron Clark : I’m Mr. Clark. What’s……..?

Hadley craig : ……craig

Ron Clark : Nice …….you. Uh, you know, I’m so sorry. I’m…... What’s

my…….?

Hadley craig : It’s Mr. Clark.

Ron Clark : Oh. See ? You …….something. Let’s get you out of …..

Hadley craig : Mr. Clark ?

Ron Clark : Yeah.

Hadley craig : Is …….our new teacher ?

( Alan, no whispering).



POST TEST

Name :

Student Number :

A. Listen and watch carefully about the conversation and answer these following

questions based on the movie!

1. On the way to New York, Mr. Clark listens to ?

a. TV

b. Radio

c. Parents

d. Telegram

2. What does Mr. Clark use to know location in New York?

a. Map

b. Compass

c. Letter

d. Police

3. What is the aspect the school divides each grade into classes ?

a. Family status

b. Skin colour

c. Achievement score

d. loveliness

4. How the class before Mr. Clark teaches them?

a. They love studying

b. They hate studying

c. They love their teacher

d. They are respectful

5. How Mr. Clark feels to his students?

a. He loves his students

b. He does not care to his students

c. He deceive his students

d. He is hopeless



6. Beside teaching Mr. Clark works as ?

a. Waiter

b. Cadger

c. Blacksmith

d. Doctor

7. What does Shameika’s mother do when Mr. Clark comes to her house ?

a. Ask him to come in

b. Invite to dinner

c. Ask him to get out from her house

d. Study together

8. Who is Tayshawn mitchell ?

a. Teacher

b. Head of master

c. Student

d. Security guard

9. What does Shameika and her friends do in front of main office ?

a. Study together

b. Listen to Mr. Clark and Mr. Tuner speaking

c. Having lunch together

d. Playing badminton

10. What is the subject Julio Vasquez achives ?

a. Science

b. Mathematics

c. English

d. Artistic



B. Find the True ( T ) or False ( F ) based on following Statement !

1. Mr. Clark loves teaching in his school.

[   ]

2. The students love Mr. Clark in the first meeting.

[   ]

3. All students obey the rules before they meet Mr. Clark.

[   ]

4. Mr. Clark successfully in teaching them.

[   ]

5. Mr. Clark does not support them in studying.

[   ]

6. After they be taught by Mr. Cark, they got bad score.

[   ]

7. Shameika got the higher score in Math and English.

[   ]

8. Badriyah got the lowes score in Science.

[   ]

9. Mr. Clark teaches in New York city.

[   ]

10. Many teacher dislike to teach in Shameika class before Mr. Clark.

[   ]



Finish

Wrong

Full

Put

Hate

Inside

Go

Slavery

Conceal

Rest

disregard

A. Match these vocabularies with the antonym!

Move

Tell

Start

Take

Come

Like

Outside

Freedom

Starving

Truth

Respect
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